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If you need a versatile production studio for your upcoming project, our 

4,500sqft site has got you covered! With full drive-in access, food prep 

kitchens, customisable sets, cinema-grade cameras and a wide array of 

lighting equipment all in-house, we’ve got everything you need.

HI THERE!WE ARE



SHOT IN OUR STUDIO
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H
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4500sqft Production Site


prep & Shooting Kitchen 


Overhead lighting rig


3 phase Power


Roller shutter drive in access

*spaces closer together for visual purposes



WE’VE

GOT

YOU

COVERED

HIGH SPEED WIFI

CLOSE TO CITY 

CENTRE & M62

CLIENT AREA & MEETING ROOM

WC & SHOWER


FACILITIES

EDITING


FACILITIES
ONSITE PARKING



&INVENTORY

EQUIPMENT
We have an extensive array of cinema-grade cameras and lighting 

equipment , and we gladly accommodate

 to ensure a seamless shooting experience, all available 

under a single roof.


in-house  specific 

requests





MOTION

CONTROL

Payload


Power


Total Reach


Reach 

(from centre)

Fully portable for 

any location shoot

Our robot arm delivers unmatched accuracy for 

complex camera moves; guaranteeing repeatable 

precision on every take, to speed up your production. 



Go from standstill to full speed in ~1.23 seconds, 


capturing the fastest motion precisely. 


The tracking system locks onto objects, allowing 

flawless choreography of intricate shots. 

High Speed Movements


Precise Repeatability to 0.04mm


Target Tracking & Orbiting


Full Automatic Focus System


Universal Camera Mounting


Battery Capabilities 

10kg


240v 13amp


2880mm


1440mm



HIGH

SPEED

Achieve spectacular 1000+ fps  with our in-

house Phantom camera packages. Our technical crew 

draws from extensive cinematography backgrounds to 

customise services, and collaborate closely to capture 

breathtaking super slow motion footage of particles, 

liquids, food and more.

slow motion



Set

Building

Our solid network of carpenters are equipped to build any set, 

from a flat wall to a full house interior, enabling us to easily 

accommodate any brief without the burden of expenses 

associated with working across various locations.



Hit the ground running with our ready to use... 

SHOOT & PREP 


KITCHEN
 It features modular countertops and cabinet doors that can be 

easily hot-swapped to achieve limitless styles; perfect for 

fitting any brief. Fully integrated appliances and cinema-grade 

lighting setups, making it a ready-to-shoot kitchen that 

eliminates any unnecessary fuss. 



PROPS
No need to source props - we've got you covered.


Our vast in-house prop store includes the full gamut of food, 

drinks, table settings and more. Accessing our props inventory is 

hassle-free and included with full studio rental or just £50 extra 

per shoot day. Wide selection of colouramas available at £5 per 

meter.



RATES

ORDER #43/5

Address:Pickering Street, Leeds, LS12 2BJ


Tel: 0113 3456 738

STUDIO DRY HIRE



STUDIO & KITCHEN HIRE



Prep/shooting kitchen



day hire = (8am-6pm)


OVERTIME (PER HOUR)


£500



£750



£350



£100


+ VAT

Description
PriceMOTION CONTROL ROBOT

£2,500BASIC LIGHTING PACKAGE
£250FULL LIGHTING PACKAGE
£8504K PHANTOM CAMERA

£1,250

ADD ONS (STARTING AT)

Address:Pickering Street, Leeds, LS12 2BJ
Tel: 0113 3456 738
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*all shot in our studio

We're here to help at any stage...

PRODUCTION
Our roster includes skilled producers and seasoned directors who 

are ready to tackle any brief. We offer customised support to 

enhance your end-to-end production process. Let our 

experienced crew guide your vision so you can remain hands-on 

or simply focus on being creative. Lean on us fully or just when 

needed - we flex to your needs.
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US

LINEGET IN TOUCH

Get in touch below or email 

hire@tungstenstudios.co.uk 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